Differential Pay Codes (non-PPDB)
The following is a list of differential pay codes that employee would still receive if they called in sick for their shift.

SDA – shift differential paid for evening hours worked between 6:00pm and 6:00am at institution and other 24-hour health related work environments.

SDB – shift differential paid for night hours worked between 11:00pm and 7:00am at 24-hour work environments.

SDC – shift differential for evening hours worked between 3:00pm and 11:00pm at institution and other 24-hour health related work environments.

SDD – shift differential paid for hours worked between 6:00pm and 6:00am (agencies 25700 and 84500)

SDE – shift differential paid for hours worked between 6:00pm and 6:00am Mon – Fri and all day Saturday and Sunday

SDH – percent shift differential paid for hours worked on weekends or between 6:00pm-6:00am (AFSCME DEQ only)

SDK – Operation Center differential under cba (TF Benefit package only)

SDP – Shift differential paid to RN’s, LPN’s, Nurse Practitioners and Health Service Technicians for hours between 6:00pm and 6:00am or weekends. (Specific to cba)

SDW – shift differential for weekend work duties